Tennis Match Results
UC Santa Cruz vs Chapman University
Mar 25, 2019 at Orange, Calif.
(Lastinger Tennis Center)

UC Santa Cruz 6, Chapman University 3

**Singles competition**
1. Chad LeDuff (UCSC) def. Jacob Lee (CUMT) 6-3, 1-6, 6-3
2. Ryan Dugan (UCSC) def. Len Kamemoto (CUMT) 7-5, 6-4
3. Adrien Rooney (CUMT) def. Kris Harris (UCSC) 6-1, 6-2
4. Igor Belineli (CUMT) def. Yaro Yanin (UCSC) 6-4, 7-5
5. David Jackson (UCSC) def. Luke Bennett (CUMT) 6-4, 6-3
6. Ryan Gee (UCSC) def. Brock DeHaven (CUMT) 5-7, 6-1, 6-3

**Doubles competition**
1. Chad LeDuff/Ryan Dugan (UCSC) def. Jacob Lee/Adrien Rooney (CUMT) 8-5
2. Matthew Mead/Len Kamemoto (CUMT) def. Kris Harris/Ryan Gee (UCSC) 8-6
3. David Jackson/Yaro Yanin (UCSC) def. Brock DeHaven/Troy Manditch (CUMT) 8-6

Match Notes:
UC Santa Cruz 3-7
Chapman University 3-6